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The Trend Toward Budget-making
is probably nothing more irkTHERE
some to the average housewife than

account keeping. There is a story of a
young bride whose bookkeeping typifies
this suggestion. When called to account
by her precise husband at the end of the
first month, she exhibited her elaborately
ruled cash book which contained two
entries; on one side, "Received from
George, $50.00; on the other, "spent it."
Such is the philosophy on which many
households are run.
But every once in a while, some unique
young woman is discovered who keeps a
careful, although perhaps simple record
which shows the receipts of funds and the
amounts disbursed with a classified summary of the purposes thereof. The results are studied. There are some surprises. More was spent for some things
than was necessary. There was possibly
a disproportion among the various classes
of expense; too much for theatregoing and

not enough for clothes; extravagance in
the purchase of certain supplies; nothing
saved.
With such facts brought out a new
start is made. The income for the next
period is estimated and apportioned; so
much each for rent, household supplies,
clothing, recreation, and saving. Another
year-end rolls around. The allowance
for any expense group has not been exceeded. The savings have been larger
than planned. The discipline of control
has been stimulating. There has been
more orderly living. One or more persons have been saved from the ranks of
economic failures, and have become assets
rather than liabilities of society.
The use of a budget for governmental
purposes has one of its best exemplifications in Great Britain, where the budget
has become highly developed and generally satisfactory. Mr. Chief Justice Taft,
in an introduction to "The Budget and
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Responsible Government," by Cleveland civic, and philanthropic group have taken
and Buck, gives an interesting historical largely to the use of the budget. The
sketch of English budget history, in part scheme of organization of these instituas follows:
tions is such that the budget works well.
"In English history, the King was the Members of the governing bodies seldom
Executive, and Parliament and the House take an active part in the management,
of Commons, as the originator of financialwhich is left to some person who functions
legislation, were the donors of the funds as director or executive secretary. Activiwith which the King was to conduct his ties as planned determine the needs for
government. He applied to Parliament funds. These needs are usually transfor enough to run the nation. Parliament lated into an expense classification which,
considered his application and determined when scheduled and approved by the
whether he was not asking too much. In governing body, becomes at once an
order to induce compliance with his re- authority for, and control of, disbursequest, he found it wise to elaborate the ments.
details of his needs and prove them to the Business organizations are now showing
satisfaction of the representatives of the widespread signs of curiosity and speculapeople who were to be burdened with the tion, to say the least, with regard to the
cost. Each year Parliament had to deter- possibilities of budget-making in business.
mine how much it thought the King In fact, there are many indications that
needed of what he asked and the particular business men are beginning to realize the
methods of taxation by which the money passing of discovery opportunities and to
could be taken from the people. It was see that the fortunes of the future must
this statement which constituted the be built on downright efficiency of organibudget."
zation and operation. In casting about for
The history of budget-making in this ways and means, attention has been
country is somewhat difficult to trace, but drawn to budgeting.
There is little doubt that the budgeting
the impression usually exists that municipalities were among thefirstto adopt the of a business organization would conscheme. Much criticism has been heard tribute materially to its effective operafor years that the federal government was tion. With market analysis as a basis,
operated without a budget. Finally, how- sales quotas could be fixed, production
ever, with the advent of the present ad- planned, supplies bought, expenses conministration, an executive budget system trolled, and the whole effort pointed towas introduced. The savings of millions wards a definite accomplishment.
Budgetingfitsin with a logical scheme
effected in one year as a result thereof are
of scientific business administration. The
a matter of general knowledge.
Various states have operated under American business man, with his keen
budgets for several years. In some cases imagination and love for new and progresthe budgets were made by the legislatures; sive methods, will undoubtedly see to it
in others, by the executives. Illinois, that the budget idea has a fair trial in
Wisconsin, and New York are examples, business.
but in each instance the budget procedure
Mr. E. C. Gause is Auditor for the
is somewhat different.
Organizations deriving funds from mem- Western Pennsylvania Division of the Nabers, and societies and corporations of the tional Safety Council, with headquarters
non-profit type which fall in the social, at Pittsburgh.

